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On page 6, paragraph 3, delete the third sentence "Technical establish-

ment of to help those countries accomplish this.", and add the 

following: 

"Technical assistance should be completely free of any suggestion of 

political or economic strings. It should be of high quality, easy of 

access and obtainable on terms more favourable than those afforded by 

private sources. It should be rendered to governments or through govern-

ments and not to any private, profit-making firms. Next, w:ith ragard to 

available facilities, it should be mlde clear that no agency had the experts 

to meet all possible requirements in its fields; all would have to rely to 

a large extent on experts from outside their ranks. The Sub-Commission 

.should make a recommendation that lvJ:ember Governments make available their 

exports to the Secretariat temporaril~r, if possible free of charge, as 

had bl:"len done by some governments. H.amber Governments should also be 

prepared to make their research laboratories avail~ble as a source of 

technical assistance to other countries. 
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"The ChairilU.ln then classified countries which needed assistance 

osp::!c:i.ally into groups which might be referred to as less-developed and 

l,mst-doveloped. The latter, he observed, lacking plans and lacking 

knowltJdge of economic problems, would benefit most from missions of a 

g~.meral chnracter. The former, however, needed technical experts on 

p~rticular questions. Panels of experts, he thought, were sometimes 

useful but were likely to become out of date. The Chairman therefore 

suggested that the listing of experts be left to international profess-

ional associations promoted by the United Nations. 

"In connexion with technical training, which he viewed as a means 

of multiplying technical assistance, the Chairman observed that it might 

bo obtained by training students in technical institutions in their mm 

countries or by- facilitating study for selected groups abroad. Though 

the second nethod could necessarily be conducted only on a limited 

·scale, ·the benefits which would result from it for the economy of .:1.n 

under-developed country were tremendous. Therefore that type of tech-

nical assistance should be increased as much as possible. One of the 

obst.:1.cles in making it possible for large numbers of ·students to study 

abro~d was the fact that in many countries foreign students were not 

permitted to work. The Sub-Commission should dra.w nttenti.on -to those· 

difficulties. Th!J establishment of technical institutions i11 :under-

developed ·countries v1ns, in the Chairman 1 s view, especially important, 

u.nd ml'ans should-be found to help these countries accomplish this." 




